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Business Trends on Converting Paper Processes to Electronic Format

2017 marked another strong
year for the document imaging
industry. Yes, parts of the
market continue to mature, and
therefore be submitted to
increasing price pressure and
competition, but there still
seems to be pockets of growth
for innovative and aggressive
vendors. The MFP channel, for
example, continues to produce
strong results for its imaging-
centric ISV partners like Square
9 and DocuWare. Also,
Harvey Spencer Associates
(HSA) has projected a return to
double-digit growth for sales of
capture software, as the set of
technologies HSA defines as
Capture 2.0 starts to emerge. 

The top story of the year
however was not one of
growth, but one of re-
organization and re-birth. Yes,
a new Kofax has risen out of
the ashes of Lexmark Enterprise
Software (LES). At its peak LES
was close to a pro forma $700
million business. The foundation
of LES was Perceptive
Software, which Lexmark
acquired in 2010, and the
capstone was Kofax, which
Lexmark bought in 2015 for $1
billion. However, less than six
months after the deal for Kofax
closed, LES was, for all intents
and purposes, orphaned when
Lexmark announced it was

considering selling its software
business.

It took about a year and a
half for the situation to work
itself out, and it culminated with
LES (which had by that point
been renamed Kofax [see DIR
12/9/16]) being sold for an
estimated $1.5 billion to the
equity investment firm Thoma
Bravo. Yes, that’s the same firm
that owns Hyland Software.
Thoma Bravo left the majority
of the capture technology
intact as Kofax, which is still
being run long-time CEO
Reynolds Bish. Thoma Bravo
took Perceptive, Brainware
capture, and some other
pieces and melded them into
Hyland. Where this is going to
lead in the long run remains
anyone’s guess, but the
companies might make an
interesting target for Konica
Minolta, which has strong
partnerships with both Hyland
and Kofax, or perhaps by
combining the companies
Thoma Bravo could put
together an IPO touting a
competitive position against
Open Text, which has more
than doubled its stock value
over the past five years.

Speaking of Open Text, in
January 2017, it closed on a
deal for the former Enterprise

Content Division (ECD) of EMC,
which it ended up buying from
Dell. Open Text was rumored to
be in the bidding for Kofax, but
the ECD integration, which so
far has looked like a blending
rather than a gutting, was
probably tying up too many
resources. 

The other big financial story in
the market in 2017 was
Ephesoft taking on $15 million
in funding from Mercato
Partners, a Salt Lake City-
based firm that focuses on
investing in and growing mid-
sized companies. Although the
funding has been presented as
a way to continue the
momentum that the Laguna
Hills, CA-based capture ISV has
used to grow to more than $15
million in annual revenue since
its founding in 2010, we’ve
already seen several
management changes since
the deal was announced in
July. This has included the
departures of CEO Don Field,
VP of Worldwide Marketing Tim
Dubes, and SVP of Business
Development Richard
Bosworth, three senior
executives with a history at
Kofax, where Ephesoft CTO
and Founder Ike Kavas, who is
now also the CEO [see DIR
12/15/17], used to work.
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We also saw a fairly comprehensive reorganization at
ABBYY, which in January named Ulf Persson as CEO,
replacing Sergey Andreyev who had held the position
for 17 years. The move was part of an effort to create a
more globalized organization to replace the provincial
operations that have traditionally driven the company.
ABBYY also named several other corporate-wide
officers [see DIR 7/21/17]. In the U.S., Arthur Whipple was
named president of ABBYY’s North American
Headquarters with Dean Tang and Joe Budelli being
moved to new roles focused on global accounts.

High-volume scanner manufacturer ibml also saw a
change at the top as Derrick Murphy, who had been
CEO since taking over from his father in 2006, was let
go by the board and replaced by long-time Kodak (and
then Kodak Alaris) executive Martin Birch [see DIR
5/12/17].

On the product front, December saw the introduction
of M-Files 2018, and its much anticipated Intelligent
Meta Data Layer (IML). Buzz for the software started
building in June when M-Files announced that it had
licensed ABBYY’s Smart Classifier engine, which was to
be incorporated in the next-generation of M-Files’ ECM
platform [see DIR 6/30/17]. In August, M-Files followed
up with the acquisition of a natural language processing
and AI specialist Apprento [see DIR 9/1/17]. The IML
functionality in M-Files 2018 is designed to run across
multiple repositories and structured data systems, and
users are assisted when tagging files. Once tagged,
files and items can be incorporated in ECM processes
like workflows and records management [see DIR
12/15/17].

Top Image Systems (TIS) also introduced a product it
had been talking about for at least a year—a cloud
version of its eFLOW AP invoice processing software.
Able to be integrated with SAP ERP platforms, eFLOW
AP on the cloud made its debut at an SAP Biz.ONE
event this fall. Biz.ONE is SAP’s mid-market platform,
and it is sold through a reseller channel. SAP is working
with TIS to introduce the software to this channel. This is
an important release for TIS, which has seen its
traditional on premises capture business erode and
through three quarters reported revenue that was down
11% YOY.

Analytics has become a buzzword in our market, with
a lot of ISVs extending their capabilities to include more
monitoring. We’ve also seen capture ISVs discuss
utilizing their software to thoroughly analyze document
libraries that might only have basic meta data attached
to them. In 2017, Reveille Software, a long-time
application performance management ECM and
capture specialist expanded its software to include
analytics in areas like customer experience and user
behavior. And like its APM offering, Reveille’s analytics
software has the ability to take action to correct a
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perceived problem or bottleneck [see DIR
6/9/17].

Analytics has always been a component of
digital mailroom solutions, but with its Intelligent
Delivery Services (IDS), which were announced
earlier this year, Ricoh has taken things to the
next level. Not just a piece of hardware and
software, IDS includes proactive consulting by
Ricoh to help ensure that mail is being
processed and delivered in the most efficient
and effective way [see DIR 2/3/17]. IDS
incorporates hardware from OPEX and
combines physical and digital mail delivery
along with process re-engineering. 

In the hardware market, we saw Neat, a long-
time leader in units shipped in the personal
(sub-$400) scanner segment, exit the scanner
business to focus on its capture and document
management software [see DIR 9/1/17], which
was actually the foundation of the company.
Meanwhile, Kodak Alaris launched its new “S”
series of scanners, which is being introduced as
a replacement for the “i” series that has been
on the market for more than 15 years. The “S”
can be associated with a variety of
characteristics of the new scanners, which are
designed to be tightly integrated with Alaris’
new IN2 ecosystem. The new “S” series
scanners feature on-board image processing
and a new Web-based software application
designed to help them better be connected to
cloud-centric software environments [see DIR
10/13/17]. 

Fujitsu Computer Products of America’s
(FCPA) sister company, KnowledgeLake, which
handles software development and sales for
PFU America, released a new cloud capture
service, which is basically KnowledgeLake’s
Capture Server Professional running on Azure.
The service is being brought to market through
a free trial program [see DIR 11/3/17]. 

While cloud capture is still in its nascent
stages, we certainly saw some signs that cloud
ECM is reaching a tipping point in terms of end-
user adoption. DocuWare, for instance, a $50-
million plus ISV focused on mid-market ECM,
expected to end 2017 with more than half its
new customers adopting cloud solutions. This is
quite a remarkable rise over 2014, when only
7% of its new customers were opting for the
cloud [see DIR 11/3/17].

So, those are some of the top stories that we
saw emerge in 2017. Let’s see how they

compare to our predictions for the year, which
we published last January [see DIR 1/6/2017]:

Nuance does something big: Well, no this
didn’t happen, not yet. Nuance Imaging got off
to a rocky start in 2017, reporting fiscal Q1
revenue that was down 15% YOY. Its historically
high margins dropped slightly as well. The
company blamed a sales re-organization,
which it took steps to rectify. Then a summer
malware incident, which affected Nuance
Imaging’s ability to process orders, also
negatively affected performance. For its fiscal
2017 (ended Sept. 30) Nuance reported
revenue that was down 10% YOY and margins
that were down 5%. In a move that we believe
to be unrelated this performance, Mike Rich,
who had served as general manager of
Nuance Imaging since joining the company in
2011 through the acquisition of Equitrac, retired. 

We heard of Rich’s resignation in November
and the company has yet to name a
replacement, so maybe they are still planning
something big to be coordinated with the
appointment of a new Imaging GM. (Long-time
Nuance CEO Paul Ricci is also due to retire at
the end of March.) Nuance has never been one
to stand pat in the face of eroding revenue. We
know Nuance has promised 12 new Imaging
product releases in 2018, but we expect
something more as well. Stay tuned. Verdict:
Incomplete.

Open Text makes an ECM/imaging
acquisition: Well, basically I thought Open Text
was going to buy Kofax and Perceptive from
Lexmark, but apparently the EMC ECD
acquisition kept them too busy. Perhaps they’ll
buy Hyland and Kofax from Thoma Bravo at
some point down the road. Verdict: Wrong.

Major ECM/capture acquisition by a
hardware company: Although hardware
companies like scanner and MFP manufacturers
continue to seek to diversify their businesses,
there wasn’t any huge vendor acquisition of a
software company in 2017. Perhaps, the fate of
Lexmark has scared everyone off for now.
About the biggest thing we saw was
KYOCERA’s acquisition of imaging service
bureau and reseller DataBank, which
represented the culmination of a partnership
announced in 2016 [see DIR 11/4/16]. This nicely
expands the MFP vendor’s ECM footprint, but
as far as ISV’s went, we mainly saw
partnerships continue to gain momentum, which
may be for the best. Verdict: Wrong
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by RPA are typically described as “repetitive”
and “rules-based.” This can include
procurement, HR and IT-related processes, as
well as collecting information from external
Web sites and other systems for analytics. To
date, RPA has been focused primarily on low-
level tasks the require little intelligence, but RPA
vendors and analysts have talked about
moving the technology to the next level—and
adding cognitive tools or intelligence.

If you go back to the definition of RPA,
automation to replace human labor is really
what the automated data capture market has
always addressed. One level of adding
cognitive tools or intelligence to RPA is the
introduction of document capture. At the ABBYY
Technology Summit in October, we saw a
presentation by RPA ISV UiPath, which partners
with ABBYY to address document processes. A
KPMG executive also spoke about how his
company is embedding ABBYY’s tools with in its
RPA solutions.

RPA is a hot market. According to Grandview
Research, its value will reach $8.75 billion by
2024 and Gartner says over 2,000 companies
are already using RPA. That said, the RPA
market was estimated to be less than a half
billion dollars this year, so RPA companies are
clearly aiming for growth, and document
capture seems to be one avenue toward
achieving that. For document capture vendors,
RPA represents a highly publicized, highly
valued market to piggyback their technology
on. If we are reading the tea leaves correctly,
there could be an opportunity to turn dollars
budgeted for a mainstream technology like RPA
into capture dollars by rebranding capture as
“cognitive RPA for documents,” or something
along those lines. Look for this combination of
technologies to take off in 2018.

2. Capture starts to move more rapidly to
the cloud: We’ve already hit the tipping point
for ECM in the cloud, especially in the mid-
market. Capture, however, has a couple of
things working against it. First, it’s traditionally
been more of a high-end implementation, and
the cloud is often more suited to the mid-market,
where internal IT departments aren’t typically as
strong. Second, because it’s so processor
intensive, capture can be cost prohibitive to run
on the cloud. That said, as more ECM moves to
the cloud, it only makes sense that users will
want to run capture on the cloud too, and the
price of server power should continue to drop.
We expect at least double-digit adoption of
cloud capture by new users in 2018.

More adoption of intelligent capture in
healthcare: This prediction may have been a
bit idealistic, as it has been my hope for years
that the healthcare market would move more
aggressively toward creating shareable patient
data—utilizing advanced capture to convert
documents into this data. Unfortunately,
healthcare systems are still primarily records,
and not data, driven. That said, there remains
hope of eventually creating universal sharable
patient records and I had at least one
conversation in 2017 on this topic. It was with
IBM and involved utilizing Watson to mine
patient records. Verdict: Hopeful

Mid-market embraces crowdsourcing
without knowing it: This was based on the
premise that users who adopted cloud capture
would want to incorporate advanced data
entry that would be too complex to set up in
most first-generation cloud-based capture
apps. The problem is that we haven’t seen a
ton of adoption yet of cloud-based capture, but,
still, we think the premise is strong and
businesses like Captricity and ScaleHub that
offer crowdsourced data entry as an element of
their cloud capture solutions continue to grow.
Verdict: On the right track.

Our 2017 predictions were a mixed bag with a
couple at least still waiting to be worked out. In
2018, we expect the market to continue to
evolve. One of the terms that we heard
introduced last year was “capture services” as
a natural outgrowth of the “content services”
label introduced by Gartner. While we don’t
expect capture services to completely reinvent
the market, there is clearly a growing demand
for more modern architected solutions, and we
expect to see a bit of a changing of the guard.
We also think hardware companies are still
trying to figure out where they fit in the whole
ECM and capture software picture. As we’ve
said before, hardware vendors are big, have
large customer bases, and are clearly
scrambling to adjust in the face of declining
paper usage. While they may have backed off
a bit in their M&A related to ISVs in 2017, we
don’t expect that to last. 

With that all said, following are our predictions
for the 2018 document imaging market:

1. Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
embraces capture: For those of you who
haven’t been following RPA, it is basically the
use of computing power to mimic and replace
human labor. Tasks currently being automated



and failed to establish a North American
foothold. After a challenging start to its North
American efforts, German ECM ISV ELO Digital
Office is hoping that changes to its business
plan and improvements to its product enable to
it to carve out a place for itself in the U.S.
market in 2018.

“When we first opened our U.S. office in
Boston in the summer of 2016 [see DIR 8/19/16], I
had expectations that North America would be
the same as the European market,” said Szilvia
Horvath, CEO of ELO Digital Office Corp., the
ISV’s North American subsidiary. “But, we found
that how we were used to targeting customers
and building a channel in Europe would not
work in the U.S.”

On the customer front, Horvath noted that
relying on face-to-face meetings at trade
events is not as viable of a strategy in the U.S.
“We found that in the U.S., your online
marketing and communication presence is
much more important,” she said. “To address
that, we’ve started doing things like offering
Webinars.”

ELO has also partnered with U.S.-based ECM
focused organizations like AIIM and Harvey
Spencer Associates (HSA). “We are global
partners with AIIM and will be participating in
their annual conference this year [being held in
San Antonio April 10-13],” said Horvath. “We
will be an exhibitor and host a roundtable. We
are also doing a lot of branding work with AIIM
and Webinars as well. We have worked with
HSA on a white paper and on building our new
partner strategy.”

ELO has moved away from requiring its
partners to exclusively carry its ECM software.
“If they have DocuWare or M-Files or Open
Text, that’s okay,” Horvath said. “We just want
them to look at what we are doing and if a
customer is a better match for our software, we
want them to go with us.

“We’ve also expanded the types of resellers
we are targeting. In addition to systems
integrators and VARs, we are trying to partner
with pure capture software players. We are
also talking to scanner and MFP vendors—
some of which we already have agreements
with in other parts of the world.”

Product differentiation and success
Horvath discussed the differentiating factors

that ELO can offer end users and resellers
compared to other ECM vendors. “For resellers,
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3. A scanner or MFP vendor makes a
capture or ECM software acquisition: I
realize I make this prediction almost every year,
but things have just been too quiet. I think it’s
safe to say that Lexmark’s blow-up has
everyone a bit scared, but large hardware
vendors are not going to stay scared of M&A
for long. (They may be more scared of
declining revenue.) Even relatively small MFP
players like Toshiba and Sharp seem to have
strong growth and diversification initiatives,
and we have to think imaging and capture
software is on somebody’s radar.

4. Open Text makes a major capture/ECM
acquisition: Why not keep doing what works
for them? Sure, they sat out the Kofax
acquisition, but it seems the integration of EMC
ECD is going well enough that Open Text can
set its sights on what’s next. We realize Open
Text has expanded outside of traditional ECM
for many of its recent acquisitions, but the
foundation of the company, which continues to
grow both revenue and income, is ECM, and
there are quite a few aging ECM and capture
companies in the market with install bases that
would fit nicely into Open Text’s mix. 

5. Kofax gets back in the acquisition game:
CEO Reynolds Bish promised that once the
company was operating with strong margins,
he would start once again looking for
acquisitions to grow Kofax. Similar to Open
Text, during recent years, any growth Kofax has
shown has been through acquisition funded by
profits rather than organic sales, so it makes
sense for Kofax to head back down that path
as Bish positions it for its next major move.
Kofax already has an RPA software offering in
Kapow, so maybe it will do something to
complement that. A small AI acquisition might
be a good place to start.

Well, that’s what we think will happen in 2018.
Once again we are looking forward to covering
all the news throughout the year and seeing if
any (or all) of these predictions comes to
fruition.

The track record of European ISVs in the
capture and ECM market making a successful
expansion into the U.S. market is spotty at best.
For every DocuWare and ReadSoft, there are
probably five European vendors that have tried
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we are very focused on lead generation,” she
said. “We do not have a direct sales team, so
we are focused on helping resellers and will
always be there for them.

“On the product side, we have the same basic
functionality of most ECM products on the
market. We can store and retrieve files and
improve efficiencies through workflows. One
differentiator is that we are moving more
toward information management and working
on pre-packaged business solutions in areas
like e-mail, contract, and invoice management.
With the e-mail management solution, a user
doesn’t even have to know they are using
ELO—they only see their Outlook interface and
our software runs in the background. We also
recently added a visitor management solution,
which enables users to create visitors’ badges
and track what the wearers are doing.”

Horvath shared with us some of the success
stories ELO has had so far in the U.S. One is
with Flexitallic, which manufactures industrial
gaskets and sealing products. “They are
headquartered in Houston and we started a
huge invoice processing implementation with
them there,” she said. “We’ve expanded it to
Canada and the U.K. and are just rolling out a
system in China.

“Juice Plus+ is another international company
with headquarters in the U.S. We originally set
up a document storage and retrieval system to
help them move toward a paperless office. We
are now working with Juice Plus+ in Italy to
help them earn government certification by
leveraging our software.”

ELO Digital Office Corp. has also done an
implementation with NH Generator Installers,
a New Hampshire-based back-up generator
specialist. “When they are installing or doing
maintenance on a generator, it’s often in a
situation where the electricity is out, but their
workers still have to access customer and
machinery information. Our software enables
mobile devices to have offline repository
functionality so workers can immediately
retrieve information when they need it.”
(Although ELO does not currently offer a SaaS
version of its software, NH Generator hosts the
software on its private cloud.)

Most recently, ELO announced an
implementation with Axioma, an enterprise risk
management software provider with
headquarters in New York City. “They do a lot of

research for their clients and really like the
collaboration and workflow capabilities of our
software,” said Horvath. “They had been using
an open source ECM solution but needed
something more comprehensive.”

Axiom is a $20 million business with locations
in Europe and Asia as well. The ELO software
was sold to them through Ovitas, a Burlington,
MA-based ELO partner.

Key Improvements
ELO offers three flavors of its software:

ELOffice for individuals and small business,
ELOprofessional for the mid-market, and
ELOenterprise for larger organizations. In the
U.S. market, ELO is mainly focusing on
professional and enterprise sales. “We would
like to sell office mainly online through Web
shops,” said Horvath. ELO recently announced
several improvements in its latest version of
office, including automatic back-up of
documents to a cloud service and OCR-
enabled point-and-click capture of indexing
fields.

ELO’s big product news, however, is the
introduction of analytics capabilities into its
professional and enterprise products, which is
scheduled for the first quarter of 2018. “Once
an invoice is captured and stored in a
repository, in addition to a document, it

becomes unstructured information,”
Horvath said. “We are adding an analytics
interface designed to quickly make this
information available to users.

“For example, our analytics will enable an
accounts payable manager to quickly identify
overdue invoices, or a purchasing agent to
identify what contracts are due to expire. A
human resource manager could use analytics
to see which employees haven’t had sales
training for a long time. Analytics will be
included as a standard piece of our product,
which I think will be a huge competitive
advantage. Other ECM offerings typically
include it as an additional feature or module.”

Horvath is confident that as ELO figures out
the key to marketing its software in the U.S.,
the company will have success. “Once we find
customers, and they have a chance to see,
touch, and experience our product, I am
confident that they will like it,” she said. 

For more information: http://bit.ly/ELOAxioma


